Experimental Study of Solar Water Heater under the Libyan Climate Conditions
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Abstract

In our modern societies, one of the main and simplest signature traits is hot water as a convenient and efficient way of life either for industrial and domestic purposes, however, obtaining hot water in most cases will be through fossil fuel either by direct burning for the fuel for heating or indirectly by using electricity that generated by fossil fuel. Using solar heaters will limit the in some extent the usage of fossil fuel.

A flat solar water heater of (165 to 175) cm³ has been constructed to be used as a model for educational purposes. The solar heater is made of local materials consist of galvanized iron pipes, glass surfaces, wool insulation, aluminum frame, and fixed iron base. Moreover, Thermocouples, pyranometer, and an anemometer were used to test the performance of the heater in four days in May for the angle of inclination of the complex 320 is on the horizontal. In conclusion, the daily average efficiency was around 57%. The temperature in the tank is about 62 °C at noon, which is sufficient for home use throughout the day.
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1. Introduction

Energy has the biggest impact on any country's socio-economic growth. Therefore, due to economic and technological advances around the world, energy demand over the 2006–2030 forecast period will increase by a total of 44.2%(Mohamed & Lee, 2006). However, a significant proportion of the energy comes from fossil fuel, and it is well known that burning fossil fuels emit gaseous emissions, which are responsible for the effects of global warming and greenhouse gases. Those processes will result in global climate change, depletion of stratospheric ozone, loss of biodiversity; changes in hydrological systems and freshwater sources, land degradation and increase of stress on food-producing systems(Leo, 1996). Therefore, several countries around the world are using renewable energy to address environmental problems related to the use of fossil fuels, not just to generate electricity, but also to address environmental problems(Harikrishnan, Deepak, & Kalaiselvam, 2014).

The use of renewable energy, particularly solar energy, is therefore very important in terms of harnessing environmentally friendly clean energy. In virtually all residential or industrial houses. whether, over the roof, there is space that can be used by installing solar energy systems such as solar water heaters, PV modules. Rooftop solar systems are today the exclusive, innovative and competitive solutions available on the market(Hu, Li, Gao, & Yin, 2014).

Solar energy is likely to be one of the most promising sources of renewable energy over the next few decades, and in reality, it is particularly important in countries such as Spain, Germany, China, the USA, India, Malaysia, Bangladesh and some other countries that have abundant high solar intensity(A.Azouz, 2019b; Mohsen, Al-Ghandoor, & Al-Hinti, 2009; Sarhaddi, Farahat, Ajam, Behzadmehr, & Adeli, 2010). The solar energy applications can be divided into two categories:

1. Photovoltaic (PV) system, which converts solar energy into electrical energy.
2. The solar thermal system, which converts solar energy into thermal energy like a solar water heater.
The solar collector (water heater) is an important element in the solar energy system because it absorbs solar radiation and transforms it into a useful source of heat energy which can be used to perform specific tasks (A.Azouz, 2019a; Chamoli & Thakur, 2014; Farahat, Sarhaddi, & Ajam, 2009).

The majority of SWH systems used are of the type of thermosyphon that consists of a water grid that carries tubes bonded to the absorber layer, or with fluid flow channels, together with a separate fluid storage system (Akuffo & Jackson, 1988).

There are a variety of different collectors of solar energy but they are either stationary or concentrated. In first the stationary type includes flat-plate collectors, evacuated tube collectors, and parabolic compound collectors, while the concentration type includes: parabolic and cylindrical collectors by collector, parabolic dish reflector and heliostat field collector (Chong, Chay, & Chin, 2012; Ibrahim et al., 2009).

A flat-plate collector is a non-concentrating collector in which the absorbing surface is designed. A standard flat-plate solar collector consists of the following main components: (a) a transparent top cover, (b) a collector plate, (c) an insulation system and (d) a casing. Solar water heating systems can usually be easily constructed according to (a) passive (gravity, natural convection, thermosyphon) or active (forced circulation, pumped) systems; (b) direct and indirect systems; (c) pressurized and non-pressurized (open, drain down) systems (Pandey, Tyagi, Rahim, Kaushik, & Tyagi, 2015; Sharma, 2014; Vickers, 2017; Zondag, 2008).

In this study, a solar water heater model is constructed to estimate the thermal performance. This study also focuses on the use of solar energy to heat water in Altmimi, Libya.

2. Method

The flat solar water heater has been manufactured from cheap local materials, so that the circulation of water between the solar collector and the tank is normal. The heater has been manufactured and can be moved by an iron platform with fixed bases with an area of (150 to 180) m² and can be used as an educational device. The device consists mainly of several components, each of which will be explained in detail as follows: device components.

2.1 Absorbent Surface

The absorbent surface is one of the key parts of the solar collector, it absorbs the incident solar radiation on it, and turn it into heat to be used for heating water. The absorbent surface can be galvanized iron, aluminum or copper, so as to absorb the greatest amount of solar energy falling on the complex.

The absorbent surface of galvanized iron was chosen for its abundance in the market as well as for its cheap price. The absorbent surface is formed as shown in Figure 1 and the absorbent surface is formed in the following steps:

1) Aluminum mold length 1740 mm, width 830 mm and thickness 2 mm were selected.
2) The aluminum mold is milled in the form of a half cylinder along the mold with a diameter of 43 mm.
3) Galvanized iron sheet with thickness 0.8 mm is placed on the aluminum mold.
4) Place the galvanized iron sheet on the aluminum core. The rivet is installed with rivets from both sides 230 mm from the end of the mold to make parallel cavities to ensure that the absorbent plate does not move on the aluminum mold.
5) A solid rod of length 1560 mm and diameter 16 mm is selected and placed over the absorbent plate and then knocked on the absorbent rod. Half cylinder in the absorbent plate.
6) Repeat step (5) until the remaining cavities are formed 76 mm from the center of each cavity in the absorbent plate.
7) In the same steps, another absorbent surface was formed in the same form with an increase in the space. The spaces between the pipes were left from the absorbent surface to ease the heat transfer.
8) Welded galvanized iron pipes with the upper collector tube and the lower collector pipe are placed between the plates and then fix the plates by screws while ensuring that the pipes are stacked well to the plates.

After that paint is used to color the absorbent surface with black to absorb as much of the falling solar energy as possible and to reduce the sun's reflection.
Figure 1. The absorbent surface after forming

2.2 Hot water Connection Pipes

Aluminum, iron or copper pipes are used in solar heaters to pass water through it, pipes has been used are made of galvanized iron diameter 16 mm and length 1560 mm and the apparent length is 1540 mm on the absorbent surface either 20 mm and enters the upper and lower collector pipe Bala co-acetylene oxy-acetylene is welded and there are several ways to fix the pipes on the absorbent surface.

The method used is described in Figure 2 to complete the implementation of the absorbent plate with the pipes in order to take the advantage of the maximum amount of incident solar radiation on the pool to heat water.

Figure 2. The method of fixing pipes on the surface of the pipette

Galvanized iron pipes were selected for their abundance in the market and cheaply as well as high thermal conductivity. In order to absorb heat from the absorbent surface quickly and at the same time this heat is also transferred to the water quickly through galvanized iron pipes.

Whereas, the diameter of the pipes connecting the ideal water is within 14-17 mm and the distance between the pipes (between the center of the pipe and the last 76 mm). So the heat transfer between them evenly. On the basis of the distance between the pipes 76 mm, the number of pipes is 8 determined equal.

The pipes are welded from the top and bottom of the upper collector pipe and the lower collector pipe, which is two galvanized iron pipes each diameter 27 mm and length 940 mm as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Installing the galvanized iron pipes with the upper and lower collector pipe

Galvanic welding method is used to connect galvanized iron pipes to the upper and lower combined pipes. The lower collector pipe is connected by an insulated tube at the bottom point of the tank through an insulated tube to the inlet of the lower collector pipe after the natural circulation inside the solar collector to heat the water by solar radiation. Isolated by the upper third of the tank as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

Figure 4. The interface of the solar heater and how the pipes are connected
2.3 The Box

The box is an external frame for the solar collector. The box is made of white aluminum with a thickness of 2 mm and a length 1740 mm and a width 830 mm and a height 920 mm as shown in Figure 4 which is holding the insulator between them and the absorbent plate after connecting process. The absorbent plate and water conductive pipe are placed in the box, and then closed from the bottom by a coarse iron plate of 2 mm thickness, and the box is closed from the top with a transparent white glass cover 3 mm of thickness, which is available in the market and is installed with an aluminum frame articulated so that it can be opened and closed for the possibility of cleaning the absorbent surface or making repairs inside the box.

The distance 25 mm between the absorbent surface and the glass was determined as the best distance to reduce the heat loss of the load between the range 25 mm to 35 mm Figure 5 shows the box and the base of the solar.
2.4 Insulator

The insulation is used to reduce thermal losses in the collector, in order to improve the efficiency of the solar collector, wool and glass wool insulator are used in the water tank with a thickness of 50 mm, to reduce the loss of the tank throughout the year.

![Figure 7. The thermal insulation to reduce the losses in the collector](image)

2.5 Reservoir

The volume of the reservoir was selected on the basis that each square of the distance of the solar collector heated water in the range (80 - 100) liters, and in the range (52°C to 60°C) throughout the day. The tank was made of a pipe with a diameter 960 mm, height 220 mm and a thickness 3 mm, and closed two bases by welding and a number of valves were placed on the side of the tank and openings for the entry and exit of water, as well as the two pipes connected to the absorbent surface. The tank was insulated by glass wool thickness 50 mm and the thickness 50 mm of the insulation on the tank was chosen by drawing a curve linking the thickness of the insulator and the temperature slope for each thickness and the price of the insulator was found in a simplified way that (50 mm) as an insulator causes thermal regression Within 30 °C as shown in Figure 8.

![Figure 8. The tank inlet and outlet](image)

2.6 Measuring instruments used

(1) Thermocouple type K (ice-3) thermometer to measure the absorption surface, glass cover and ambient air temperature, base temperature of the collector as shown in figure 9.
Figure 9. The service unit and thermal and thermocouples

(2) Pyranometer this device was obtained from the laboratory of the Department of Mechanical Engineering at Omar Al-Mukhtar University, which is used to measure the total solar radiation (the sum of direct, diffused and reflected radiation), and it is connected to data reader to read the results as shown in Figure 10. Pyranometer and data reader

(3)

Figure 10. Pyranometer and data reader

3. Results and Discussion

The solar heater was placed at the Higher Institute of Comprehensive Professions at Tamimi in the area of Abu Al-Frais and was directed to the south of the geographical area and was used for measurements devices of the aforementioned. An initial reading was taken within four days, and the results were recorded as shown in the research. The solar heater was placed at an angle of latitude in the region of Abu al-Frais (Location 32.24N 23.17E). Due to time constraints, no results were recorded.

The average daily efficiency was also calculated by using equation (1) to calculate the efficiency of the solar collector for heating over four days from 9:00 to 6:00 pm. The average efficiency for Saturday 18/05/2019 was 66%, and on 19/05 / 2019 equals 54% and on 24/05/2019 equals 52% also on 25/05/2019 equals 56% for the angle of the complex 32° for the town of Al-Tamimi Abu al-Frais.

\[ \eta = \frac{Q_u}{A_s + I_c} \]  

(1)

The maximum temperature of the absorption surface reached 76.9 °C which is almost the same as the previous reading. Circulation is normal for water. To increase the water temperature inside the tank, a small pump can be used to circulate water and thus obtain a high temperature.
4. Conclusion
The daily efficiency of the heater was found at 57 % 12:00 pm and the average daily efficiency was around 57%. The temperature in the tank is about 62°C, which is sufficient for home use throughout the day.

5. Recommendations
- The solar heater should be tested to ensure its performance.
- The heat loss equations should be used for the heater.
- We also recommend using copper pipes instead of galvanized iron.
- To increase the water temperature inside the tank, a small pump can be used to circulate the water for a better temperature.
- The heater should be tested in summer, winter at intervals.
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